MS-15 Electronic Digital Bench Scale

Operation Manual
1.

Technical specifications
- Work temperature: 10 ~ 40℃
- Environmental humidity: <80%
- Max. capacity: 20kg
- Graduation: 5g
- Power supply: 4 sections of high quality AA battery (NOT INCLUDED)
- Background color : Blue backlight
- Low power: L o
- Error of indication: Err
- Unit change: kg or lb
- Memory function: optionally save and recall weighing value
- Turn off automatically
- Over load: o_Ld

2.

Keys’ functions
- ON/TARE: Press the key to power on the scale and start up weighing process. For zero operation,
press the key again to clear the display and “zero” annunciator will show in the left high corner
of LCD. If you want to turn off the scale please hold pressing this key for about 3 seconds.
- MODE: Weighing units exchange key. Press the key to select kg and lb in turn The suitable
indicator of unit is shown in LCD right side by kg or lb annunciator.
- MEM: While the scale is in “0.000” situation, you can press this key to recall the former one
weighing value saved in the memory and the suitable indicator is lighted. During weighing if
the key is pressed and the stable value will be saved, otherwise unstable value is not saved in
the memory.

3.

Operation
- After the batteries are placed, press “ON/TARE” key to start the scale until “0.000” appearance.
- Gently place object on the pan, weighing record will be flashed on the window after a few
seconds. If object remain lying on the pan after its weight value has shown, the weighing value
will continue to flash for 5 minutes and then turn off automatically.
- If take object from the pan immediately after object's weight has been flashed, the scale will
return to “0.000” and then turn off automatically within 5 minutes if no operation again.
- If see about the former saved weighing value, please press the “MEM” key while the scale is in
“0.000” position. The scale will save optional value during each weighing operation.

4. Cautions
-

The scale should be placed on a hard flat surface for object’s easement and safety
You must replace batteries immediately when window display “ L o ”
Keep the scale clean to ensure the normal working.
Take the batteries out if no operation for a long term.
Please place object in the center of the pan otherwise probably affect weighing accuracy.
The tray can be taken out,and the child can stand on the scale to weight.
Overload (heavier than 23.000kg) is strictly prohibited.

